For the sake of meeting the variable requirements of different quasi-synchronous (QS) frequency-hopping multiple-access (FHMA) communication systems, low-hit-zone (LHZ) frequencyhopping sequence (FHS) sets with flexible parameters and optimal Hamming correlation properties are desired. In this paper, we have a generalized method of constructing LHZ-FHS sets through interleaving technique and analyze the maximum periodic partial Hamming correlation (PPHC) of our constructed LHZ-FHS sets, based on which we are capable of getting four new families of LHZ-FHS sets. It turns out that our new LHZ-FHS sets can be optimal under the PPHC properties and have parameters not covered in the related literature, and thus can be applied in QS-FHMA communication systems to minimize or reduce the mutual-interference.
I. INTRODUCTION
Frequency-hopping multiple-access (FHMA) systems, with the superiorities such as anti-jamming, anti-fading, multipleaccess, and secure properties, have found wide applications in military radio communications, mobile communications, sonar echolocation communications etc. [1] - [3] . Although the nature and physical goals of various FHMA systems, for instance, ultra wide bandwidth (UWB) radio systems, Blue-tooth communication systems, and military radar systems, are quite different, the demands imposed on the hopping signals are almost identical. In such systems, frequencyhopping sequence (FHS) is used to decide which frequency we should choose to transmit the information in each time slot. As is often the case, it will come to mutual interference The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhixiong Peter Li .
(MI) in FHMA systems when two or more users transmit information on the same frequency slot at the same time. The existence of MI may lead to the direct proportional increase of the possibility to damage the communication. So, it is desirable to make the MI among transmitters as low as possible. Clearly, the maximum Hamming correlation of the employed FHS set, which is closely related to the degree of the MI, can be viewed as an important evaluation criterion for the performance of FHMA systems [3] , [6] . Therefore, it is critical to design FHS sets with Hamming correlations as small as possible to reduce the MI.
Different from synchronous FHMA systems, the quasisynchronous (QS) ones can tolerate some relative time delay between different users within a zone around the origin. Thus, the research on FHS set with low-hit-zone (LHZ) emerged. For any LHZ-FHS set, its Hamming cross-correlations and out-of-phase Hamming autocorrelations are relatively small VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ provided the time delay does not exceed a certain zone known as LHZ [11] . Usually, the correlation window length is shorter than the sequence length owing to the limited synchronous time and the hardware complexity of FHMA systems. Besides, the correlation window length would vary along with the channel conditions at any time. Thus, the periodic partial Hamming correlation (PPHC), rather than the periodic Hamming correlation (PHC) within the full period, will play a major role in determining the performance of the corresponding FHMA systems. In these cases, it is desirable to construct LHZ-FHS sets with optimal PPHC properties. The maximum PPHC within the LHZ together with the sequence length, the sequence set size, the frequency slot size, and the LHZ are restricted by some mathematical relationships known as theoretical bounds on LHZ-FHS sets. The first study of theoretical bound on an LHZ-FHS set was derived from the work of Peng et al. [11] in which the well-known Peng-Fan-Lee bound on the maximum PHC of an LHZ-FHS set was established. After that, there have been some constructions of LHZ-FHS sets (asymptotically) achieving the Peng-Fan-Lee bound [15] , [17] - [20] . Besides, the first theoretical bound on the maximum PPHC of an LHZ-FHS set was got by Niu et al. [12] . Afterwards, there have been a few designs of LHZ-FHS sets with (near) optimal PPHC properties [16] , [22] , [23] .
Up to now, through interleaving technique, certain constructions of FHS sets have been gotten by related scholars and researchers. In 2009, Chung et al. [21] introduced some classes of optimal FHS sets. In 2012, Niu et al. [18] presented some classes of optimal LHZ-FHS sets. In 2013, Liu et al. [22] recommended a class of LHZ-FHS sets having optimal PPHC properties. In 2016, we [20] obtained a class of (near) optimal LHZ-FHS sets. In 2017, Han et al. [23] got a class of LHZ-FHS sets with optimal PPHC properties. In this paper, we will also introduce a generalized method of LHZ-FHS sets via interleaving technique and mainly focus on the maximum PPHC properties. It is remarkable that our generalized method in this paper can view the Construction 1 published both in [22] and [23] as special cases, which will be discussed in Section III.
For the remainder of this paper, it would be organized as follows. In Section II, some preliminaries about the Hamming correlations of FHS sets and the corresponding theoretical lower bounds are given. In Section III, a generalized method of LHZ-FHS sets via interleaving technique is introduced, based on which four new families of LHZ-FHS sets with optimal PPHC properties are presented in Section IV. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let F = {f 0 , f 1 , · · · , f r−1 } be a frequency slot set with r available frequency slots, S = {s 0 , s 1 , · · · , s N −1 } be an FHS set with N frequency-hopping sequences of length L over F so that every element of each sequence in S is in F. For any two frequency-hopping sequences
and any correlation window length G, 1 ≤ G ≤ L starting at g, 0 ≤ g < L, the PPHC function between s i and s j at time delay τ is defined as follows:
, and 0 otherwise. In addition, all the operations among the position indices are performed modulo L. What is more, H s i ,s j (g|G; τ ) is called as the periodic partial Hamming autocorrelation function if i = j, while it is called as the periodic partial Hamming cross-correlation if i = j.
The maximum PPHC H pm (S; G), the maximum periodic partial Hamming autocorrelation H pam (S; G), and the maximum periodic partial Hamming cross-correlation H pcm (S; G) of S are respectively defined as follows:
Specially, if G = L, H pm (S; G) is the maximum PHC of S and can be denoted as H m (S). In 2004, Peng and Fan [4] derived the following lower bound on the maximum PHC of an FHS set, which is also known as Peng-Fan bound.
Lemma 1 ( [4] Peng-Fan Bound): Let S be an FHS set with N frequency-hopping sequences of length L over F with size r. Then
In [14] , Zhou et al. derived the following lower bound on the maximum PPHC of an FHS set.
Lemma 2 [14] : Let S be an FHS set with N frequencyhopping sequences of length L over F with size r. For any correlation window length G, 1 ≤ G ≤ L, we have
In [9] , Cai et al. derived the following lower bound which slightly improved the bound (2) . Lemma 3 [9] : Let S be an FHS set with N frequencyhopping sequences of length L over F with size r. For any correlation window length G, 1 ≤ G ≤ L, we have
For any FHS set S and correlation window length G starting at g, let integers H paz , H pcz > 0. Then the periodic partial Hamming autocorrelation LHZ L paz , the periodic partial Hamming cross-correlation LHZ L pcz , the PPHC LHZ L pz , and the maximum PPHC H pzm (S; G) within the LHZ of S are respectively defined as:
Specially, if G = L, H pzm (S; G) is the maximum PHC within the LHZ of S and can be denoted as H zm (S).
In [12] , Niu et al. derived the following lower bound on the maximum PPHC of an LHZ-FHS set.
Lemma 4 [12] : Let S be an LHZ-FHS set with N frequency-hopping sequences of length L over F with size r, and L pz be the LHZ of S with regard to H pzm (S; G). Then for any positive integer Z , 0 ≤ Z ≤ L pz , we have
In [13] , we obtained the following lower bound which slightly improved the bound (4).
Lemma 5 [13] : Let S be an LHZ-FHS set with N frequency-hopping sequences of length L over F with size r, and L pz be the LHZ of S with regard to H pzm (S; G). Then for any positive integer Z , 0 ≤ Z ≤ L pz , we have
For the sake of simplicity, we denote an FHS set consisting of N frequency-hopping sequences with length L over frequency slot set F with size r and having maximum PHC H m (S) as an (L, N , r, H m (S)) FHS set, denote an FHS set consisting of N frequency-hopping sequences with length L over frequency slot set F sized r and having maximum PPHC H pm (S; G) within the correlation window length G as an (L, N , r, G, H pm (S; G)) FHS set, and denote an LHZ-FHS set consisting of N frequency-hopping sequences with length L over frequency slot set F sized r and having maximum PPHC H pzm (S; G) within the correlation window length G and LHZ L pz as an (L, N , r, G, L pz , H pzm (S; G)) LHZ-FHS set.
Definition 1: For an (L, N , r, H m (S)) FHS set S, it is an optimal FHS set when the parameters of S meet the bound (1) with equality. For an (L, N , r, G, H pm (S; G)) FHS set S, it has optimal PPHC property when the parameters of S meet the bound (3) with equality. Similarly, for an (L, N , r, G, L pz , H pzm (S; G)) LHZ-FHS set S, it can be regarded as an LHZ-FHS set with optimal PPHC property provided the parameters of S meet the bound (5) with equality.
III. GENERALIZED METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING LHZ-FHS SETS
The interleaving technique was first introduced by Gong [24] , [25] , based on which some (near) optimal (LHZ-) FHS sets were constructed afterwards [18] - [23] . In this paper, through interleaving technique, we will also present a construction of LHZ-FHS sets. Particularly, we mainly focus on the PPHC properties.
Let s = [s(x), 0 ≤ x < L] be an FHS of length L over the frequency slot set F with size r, Z L be the residual class ring of integers modulo L, and e = [e(y), 0 ≤ y < k] be a shift sequence of length k over Z L . An L × k matrix is formed by placing the base sequence s and the shift sequence e as equation (6), as shown at the bottom of this page.
Via reading the elements in U row by row, we have a sequence u of period kL. By convention, u is called the interleaved sequence, s and e are referred to its base sequence and shift sequence respectively. For simplicity, we denote the interleaved sequence u as:
where Intl is the interleaving operator, and L is the left cyclical left shift operator such that L i s = [s(i), · · · , s(L − 1), s(0), · · · , s(i − 1)].
Generalized method
Step 1: Let b and T 0 be two positive integers with T 0 | L
Namely, for FHS set S and any given correlation window length bT 0 , we have
Step 2: Choose two integers w and M satisfying wM = L. Let t be an integer with gcd(t, L) = 1 and gcd((w +
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Step 3:
d j 0 ,j 1 = Intl(L e j 1 (0) s j 0 , L e j 1 (1) s j 0 , · · · , L e j 1 (k−1) s j 0 ), (7) where
Theorem 1: As long as k ≡ t( mod w), the FHS set D formed in Generalized method is a (kL, MN , r 
Proof: Based on Theorem 2 in [18] and [19] , D is an LHZ-FHS set consisting of MN frequency-hopping sequences with length kL and having H zm (D) = ka L T 0 within the LHZ w − 1 as long as k ≡ t( mod w). By the matrix representation as (6), we can rewrite d j , 0 ≤ j < MN as equation (8), as shown at the bottom of this page, where
where the last equality holds since k(w + 1)t −1 ≡ 1( mod L). For any d i , d j ∈ D, 0 ≤ i, j < MN and the correlation window length T 0 starting at g, 0 ≤ g < kL, the PPHC function between d i and d j at time delay τ can be written as:
T 0 . Specially, if a = 1, let G, 1 ≤ G ≤ kL be any correlation window length satisfying G = n 0 T 0 +n 1 and starting at g, 0 ≤ g < kL. Then, for all d i , d j ∈ D, 0 ≤ i, j < MN , the PPHC function between d i and d j within G at time delay τ can be written as:
That is to say, D is a (kL, MN , r, G, w − 1, G T 0 ) LHZ-FHS set. Remark 1: It is remarkable that the Construction 1 in [22] is just a special case of our Generalized method when t = 1 and a = 1. Furthermore, the Construction 1 in [23] is also a special case of our Generalized method for choosing msequence as the base FHS in Step 1.
IV. NEW FAMILIES OF OPTIMAL LHZ-FHS SETS UNDER THE PPHC PROPERTIES
On the basis of the discussion in Section III, we know that one of the keys to realize our Generalized method is to find the desirable base FHS set S. Up to now, except m-sequence which has been used in [23] , there are many other kinds of FHS sets which can be viewed as good choices. In this section, by choosing FHS sets presented in [7] , [8] , [26] , [27] as the base FHS sets, we will introduce four new families of LHZ-FHS sets. Furthermore, we will give the conditions for these new LHZ-FHS sets to get the optimality with respect to
the bound (5) . Firstly, if there is no special indication, we use some notations which will be used in this section as follows:
· q is a prime power; · n, m and n i , i ≥ 0 are positive integers; · p and p i , i ≥ 0 are a prime numbers; · F x is the finite field of order x; · F * x is the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of F x . Let α be a primitive element of F q n . The trace function and the m-sequence ms are respectively defined as:
where δ ∈ F * q n . Clearly, the trace function is a linear transformation from F q n to F q . Let l be a positive integer with l | (q − 1) and gcd(l, n) = 1, β = α l , and δ j = δα j q n −1 l with 0 ≤ j < l. Then the l−decimated sequences ms l j of the m-sequence ms can be represented as:
Lemma 6 [7] : With the notations as above, let 1 ≤ m < n. By viewing the successive m−tuple of ms l j described in (9) as a new frequency slot, we can define an FHS set S 1 = {s 1 j , 0 ≤ j < l} over F q m as:
where g m ms l j (x) = (ms l j (x), ms l j (x + 1), · · · , ms l j (x + m − 1)).
Besides, we can also express the parameters of 1 1 · · · p n m−1 m−1 be an odd positive integer. Define ζ to be a common factor of p 0 − 1, p 1 − 1, · · · , p m−1 − 1 with ζ > 1 and θ = min{ p 0 −1 ζ , p 1 −1 ζ , · · · , p m−1 −1 ζ }. For all odd primes p i , 0 ≤ i < m, as is well known to all, there exists an element µ i such that µ i is a primitive root modulo p n i i for all n i ≥ 1 [10] . Let Lemma 8 [26] : With the notations as above,
can be represented as:
where x o means the least nonnegative integer of x modulo o. Let ξ be a primitive element of F p n . It is obvious that (F p , +) is a subgroup of (F p n , +). Thus, there exist p n−1 elements m 0 , m 1 , · · · , m p n−1 −1 in F p n such that
are just the p n−1 cosets of F p in F p n . That is to say,
Lemma 9 [27] : With the notations as above, a (p(p n − 1), p n−1 , p n , G 4 , G 4 p n −1 ) FHS set S 4 = {s 4 j , 0 ≤ j < p n−1 } over F p n can be expressed as: ) FHS set defined in (10) be the base FHS set S. As the array structure introduced in [2] , we can rewrite the parameters of S as ( q n −1 l , l, q m , bT 0 , b q n−m −1 q−1 ), where T 0 = q n −1 q−1 , and 1 ≤ b ≤ q−1 l . Choose two integers w 1 and M 1 satisfying w 1 M 1 = q n −1 l . Let t 1 be an integer with gcd(t 1 , q n −1 l ) = 1 and gcd((w 1 + 1)t −1 1 ( mod q n −1 l ), T 0 ) = 1. Select an integer k 1 with k 1 ≥ 2, k 1 (w 1 + 1)t −1 1 ≡ 1( mod q n −1 l ), and k 1 ≡ t 1 ( mod w 1 ). Then according to Generalized method above, we can get a new FHS set D 1 defined as (7) .
has optimal PPHC property for any correlation window length b T 0 . Specially, when m = n − 1, D 1 is also a (k 1
LHZ-FHS set with optimal PPHC property for any correlation window length 
.
Therefore, as long as k 1 < q m (q n −2)l q m −1 , we have
According to Definition 1, when the correlation window length equals b T 0 , 1 ≤ b < k 1 q−1 l , D 1 has optimal PPHC property.
Case 2: m = n − 1. Similar to the Case 1 above, if k 1 < q n−1 (q n −2)l q n−1 −1 , we have
According to Definition 1, D 1 has optimal PPHC property under all the correlation window length (11) be the base FHS set S. Choose two integers w 2 and M 2 satisfying w 2 M 2 = q − 1. Let t 2 be an integer with gcd(t 2 , q−1) = 1 and gcd((w 2 +1)t −1 2 ( mod (q−1)), q−1) = 1. Select an integer k 2 with k 2 ≥ 2, k 2 (w 2 + 1)t −1 2 ≡ 1( mod (q − 1)), and k 2 ≡ t 2 ( mod w 2 ). Then according to Generalized method above, we can get a new FHS set D 2 defined as (7) .
2q−3 , D 2 has optimal PPHC property for any correlation window length G 2 .
Proof: Based on Theorem 1 and Lemma 7,
. Put the parameters of D 2 into the bound (5), we have
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, as long as k 2 < q 2 −q−1 2q−3 , D 2 has optimal PPHC property under all the correlation window length G 2 , 1 ≤ G 2 ≤ k 2 (q − 1). (12) be the base FHS set S. Choose two integers w 3 and M 3 satisfying w 3 M 3 = ζ o. Let t 3 be an integer with gcd(t 3 , ζ o) = 1 and gcd((w 3 +1)t −1
. Then according to Generalized method above, we can get a new FHS set D 3 defined as (7) .
ζ o−ζ , D 3 has optimal PPHC property for any correlation window length G 3 .
Proof: Based on Theorem 1 and Lemma 8,
Put the parameters of D 3 into the bound (5), we have
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, as long as k 3 < θζ o−1 ζ o−ζ , D 3 has optimal PPHC property under all the correlation window
Construction 4: Let a (p(p n − 1), p n−1 , p n , G, G p n −1 ) FHS set defined in (13) be the base FHS set S. Choose two integers w 4 and M 4 satisfying w 4 M 4 = p(p n − 1). Let t 4 be an integer with gcd(t 4 , p(p n − 1)) = 1 and gcd((w 4 + 1)t −1 4 ( mod p(p n − 1)), p n − 1) = 1. Select an integer k 4 with k 4 ≥ 2, k 4 (w 4 + 1)t −1 4 ≡ 1( mod p(p n − 1)), and k 4 ≡ t 4 ( mod w 4 ). Then according to Generalized method above, we can get a new FHS set D 4 defined as (7) . (D 4 ;
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, as long as
, D 4 has optimal PPHC property under all the correlation window length G 4 , 1 ≤ G 4 ≤ k 4 p(p n − 1). Example 1: Choose an optimal (q − 1, q, q, G, G q−1 ) FHS set defined in (11) as the base FHS set S. Let q = 7 2 , α be a primitive element of F 7 2 with α 2 = 6α+4. For simplicity, we denote α i , 0 ≤ i ≤ 47 as i and 0 as 48. Then we can express S = {s j = [s j (x), 0 ≤ x < 48], 0 ≤ j < 49} as: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 Let w = 6, M = 8, t = 29, k = 11. Then we have a shift sequence set E = {e j = [e j (x), 0 ≤ x < 11], 0 ≤ j < 8} as: e 0 = [0, 35, 22, 9, 44, 31, 18, 5, 40, 27, 14] , 17, 4, 39, 26, 13, 0, 35, 22, 9, 44] It can be verified that for any 0 < τ ≤ 5 when 0 ≤ i = j < 392, any 0 ≤ τ ≤ 5 when 0 ≤ i = j < 392, and for any correlation window length G, 1 ≤ G ≤ 528 starting at g, 0 ≤ g < 528, we have
if 49 ≤ G ≤ 96 . . .
11, if 481 ≤ G ≤ 528.
That is to say,
D is an LHZ-FHS set with parameters (528, 392, 49, G, 5, G 48 ). Moreover, according to Theorem 3, D also has optimal PPHC property for all the correlation window length G, 1 ≤ G ≤ 528.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, via interleaving technique, we had a generalized method of LHZ-FHS sets and analyzed the maximum PPHC of our newly constructed LHZ-FHS sets. It is remarkable that our generalized method in this paper can view the Construction 1 published both in [22] and [23] as special cases. Besides, we got four new families of optimal LHZ-FHS sets under the PPHC properties. The results showed that our LHZ-FHS sets have new and flexible parameters not included in the literature (see TABLE 1) . It should be noted that, in TABEL 1, the FHS set in [16] was acquired through the Cartesian product of the FHS sets S 1 and S 2 with parameters (L 1 , N 1 , p 1 , W 1 , W 1 T 1 ) and (L 2 , p 2 , p 2 , W 2 , W 2 L 2 ) respectively. Moreover, the base FHS set S 2 also needs to have zero Hamming cross-correlation property when there is no time delay.
